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Abstract—In this paper, with the reference of many problems in current traditional security resource applications, and based on the research on Honeypot Technology, the Honeypot Technology is used in network security defence, and a Honeypot based Distributed Honeynet System is presented. This paper presents a unique method for set up and establishment of Distributed Honeynet System at various Geographical locations using Gen III virtual Honeynet which is running Honey wall CDROM Roo. We are specifically using Linux based host in our current implementation which have single physical network Interface card(NIC) and a large number of virtual Honeypots as Guest OS on the single base operating system.. Three tier based Distributed Honeynet System is presented which is dynamically configurable in terms of IP, services and OS. Further automated botnet command extraction based analysis is presented. We are ensuring that our solution is completely automated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The growth of Information Technology is very revolutionary in terms of large applications and services in heterogeneous and high speed networks. The business of enterprises based on the top of these high speed and heterogeneous networks. Networks have been changed from low speed to gigabit stream networks. In today's highly networked and extremely heterogeneous network computing environment, the increasing sophisticated exploitation of security flaws has become a significant problem for private users, business, and even government [1]. Generally attackers pretend to gain control as many system as possible, The attacker may injects a malware program of different type such as trojan, back-doors or spyware programs through a security flaw or user intention into the attacked system.

By learning the techniques used by the black hats crackers we can secure these kinds of high speed infrastructures, services and applications running on them. With the help of honeypot we can learn the techniques used by the attackers through which they are able to gain the legitimate access to system resource along with techniques for analysing the tools they are used to obtain this access [2]. We can monitor and log the attacker’s additively by providing them the vulnerable environment, further we can study the motivation, tools and techniques used by the attackers to launch the attacks.

If we have a look into most of the network security devices like firewalls, IDS etc, they are usually passive in nature based on known signatures and associated rules in their database [3], [4], [5]. Only with the help of these associated rules in their knowledge base, they are able to detect anomalies occurred. Then what happens if any kind of activity that does not match with these associated rules that go undetected. That is the place where honeypots are required. A Honeypot is a system that is used to detect and analyse the attack performed by the attacker The Honeypot has no intervention with the production traffic, therefore anything which comes on the honeypots is most likely the malicious intent [6]. As compare to any other available security tools, Honeynet are capable of logging far more information. They provide the environment, flexibility to the attackers so that they can attack on the information system and every aspect of them is logged and can be analysed. To reduce considerably the hardware cost, virtualization technology like VirtualBox [7] an Open Source virtualization product, provide the flexible environment to set-up the network with single physical machine. We can run multiple guest OS on a single machine running with Linux operating system.

The remaining paper is described as follows: section II, defines and explains the technology that has been employed and discusses the evolution of Honeynet in brief. Section III deliberates the problem statement and discusses our proposed approach and details of implementation. Section IV measures the effectiveness of Distributed Honeynet System using virtual Honeynet by investigating data that has been collected and correlate it with attacks and suspicious flows. Section V describes the ideas for future road and technology.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

A. Honeynet

A Honeynet is a special kind of high-interaction Honeypot. Honeynets expand the concept of a single Honeypot to a highly controlled network of Honeypots. A Honeynet is a specialized network architecture configured in a way to achieve: Data Control, Data Capture, Data Collection and Data Analysis [8], [9].

Data control deals with the containment of activity within the Honeynet.

Data Capture deals with the monitoring and logging of all the activities within the Honeynet.

Data Analysis: It deals with the analysis of collected data on Honeynet.

Data Collection exists with the organisation which have
large number of Honeynet in Distributed environment which are geographically deployed at various locations have to collect all of the captured data and store it in a central location.

B. Virtual Honeynet

With the virtualization technology we can run multiple machines on a single physical machine like each virtual machine can be an independent Operating System [9]. This is achieved by sharing the machine's physical resources such as memory, CPU, storage and peripherals through specialised software across multiple environments. With the help of virtualisation, definitely we can reduce the hardware cost as we are running just like different real operations system on single base machine. VirtualBox [7] have been used in our project.

III. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

In this section we are discuss the architecture proposed and respective tools and techniques used in our Distributed Honeynet Architecture. In this paper, we are proposing a Distributed Honeynet System architecture which is completely automated system. The collected set of binaries are automatically stored in central database which are further automatically fetched and submitted to the analysis server for further analysis of the captured malwares. As we have discussed earlier, we are using the hybrid honepots in virtual Honeynet. Hybrid Honeypots are a combination of low interaction honeypot sensors such as nepenthes, and high interaction Honeypots sensors like Windows XP, Linux etc. Low interaction Honeypots provide the emulated kind of environment to the attackers with a set of vulnerabilities. In contrast, High Interaction Honeypots provide the real OS environment to attackers. Fig. 1 show the Distributed Honeynet Architecture. As presented in the architecture, we discuss the components of Distributed Honeynet System keeping in mind with various tools and techniques used; the following architecture includes the major components such as: Distributed Honeynet Client Node, Central Database server and Analysis server. We have collected the malware by distributed deployment of malware collection framework which is DHS client node, the collected malware are further sent to the central database server, which further automatically fetched and analyse by the Analysis server.

A. Distributed Honeynet Client Node

For the implementation of Distributed Honeynet client node, we have chosen to use Virtual box [7] for the virtualization which is an Open Source Virtualization product. By using virtualization, it will reduce the hardware cost as compare to real physical system as well as will improve the deployment and maintenance.

As shown in the Fig., for the malware collection using client node, we have used the mixture of low interaction such as nepenthes and high interaction honeypots such as Windows XP, Linux. For the data control, limiting the inbound and outbound traffic, we are using Honeywall Roo 1.3[6] as gateway for the high interaction honeypots Lan. All the traffic generated from the high interaction honeypots Lan has to pass through the Honeywall gateway which is also running in a Virtual Machine All the high interaction honeypots are automatically rebuild from a clean snapshot. We take the differences with a clean image and send all the executables found to our central server for further analysis. Following flowchart show the flow of our rebuilding images. All the files Added, Modified or Removed are compressed and then send to the central server for future analysis.

B. Central Database Server

All the executables which are potentially malwares are stored in the database. We are collecting malware binaries which are unique according to their MD5 value and stored as binary fields in central database. For the database implementations, we are using the MySql. Fig. 2 shows ER diagram of the database.

C. Analysis Server:

Now we come across our analysis server on which we are running our code for further analysis of malware binaries. We are using deep packet based (DPI) algorithm for analysis of PCAP dump file [10].

Fig. 1. Distributed honeynet architecture.

Fig. 2. E-R diagram.
live botnet commands exchanged during communications. We can use do more analysis of corresponding malware samples but we are restricting ourselves for only botnet command extraction. Our complete analysis system is automated.

Below is the generic algorithmic steps used in our analysis algorithm:

1) Give single/multiple PCAP dump files as an input to our automated PCAP parser.

2) If PCAP_new=PCAP_old {Retrieve the old generalised payload from database and submit it to payload parser for extraction of live commands exchanged in bot communications.] Else {Parse the PCAP_new and generate the actual data payload, Submit generated payload to payload parser for extraction of live commands exchanged in bot communication.}

3) Repeat step 3 for each PCAP dump file.

4) Generate report of botnet tracking and command exchanged.

5) Give user access to download payload files and botnet report.

#part of payload generated code

```c
while(fgets(dline,128,fp)!=NULL)
{
    int len = strlen(dline);
    if(dline[len-1] == 'n')
        dline[len-1] = 0;
    bzero(buff,strlen(buff));
    sprintf(buff,"find '%s/pcap/%s' | egrep log | sort >temp/logfile.txt",path,dline);
    system(buff);
    FILE *fp1=fopen("temp/logfile.txt","r"),
    while(fgets(fline,128,fp1)!=NULL)
    {
        int len = strlen(fline);
        if(fline[len-1] == 'n')
            fline[len-1] = 0;
        bzero(fline,strlen(fline));
        printf("path: %s
",path);
        sprintf(fline,"tcpflow -r '%s' >> %s/payload/payload",fline,path);
        system(fline);
        fclose(fline);
    }
}
```

IV. RESULTS AND EXPERIMENTS

We built a test bed of Distributed Honeynet System using various high interaction honeypots and nepenthes sensors. We used high interaction honeypots like Windows 2000, Windows XP, unpatched with default configurations. We deployed the Distributed Honeynet client node at 8 Geographical locations. During the operation, we have detected more than 14000 samples (about 1300, unique samples, 50GB of PCAP data collected. With this distributed deployment, we have observed if any unique IP address were seen on multiple Distributed Honeynet Nodes, not all 8 nodes were live for entire data collections but we are able to detect 19 unique IPs seen by 5 distributed nodes, 24 number of unique IPs seen by 4 distributed nodes, 29 unique IPs seen by 3 nodes and 80 unique IPs seen by 2 distributed nodes. Top source was Egypt bases with 11200 numbers of flows but others like India, China were also there among top of the list. Fig. 3 depicts the country-wise distribution of Unique IP Distribution of Argus Flow [17].

We have basically concentrated on the detection of botnet. We are able to detect live botnet communication. The majority of the IRC botnets are using commands like PING, PONG, JOIN, PRIVMSG and most of the attack specific commands found were DDOS, ASC, and VSCAN. In most of the scan activity we found were ICMP scan or random port scanning. We are also able to detect continuous SYN flooding to random foreign IPs. Below is one of the live communication captured and which is declared IRC bot by most of the Anti-virus products.

Symantec: W32.IRCBot, Microsoft: Backdoor: Win32/Poebot
PASS 146751dhzx
:ftpelite.mine.nu
NICK kcrbhf8wlzo
USER XPUSA6059014236 0 0 :o4dfmj2ctyc
:ftpelite.mine.nu
PRIVMSG #100+: .4[SC]: Random Port Scan started on 216.x.x.x:445 with a delay of 5 seconds for 9999 minutes using 50 threads.
PASS 146751dhzx
:ftpelite.mine.nu
NICK kcrbhf8wlzo
USER XPUSA6059014236 0 0 :o4dfmj2ctyc
:ftpelite.mine.nu
PRIVMSG #100+: .4[SC]: Random Port Scan started on 216.x.x.x:445 with a delay of 5 seconds for 9999 minutes using 50 threads.
PRIVMSG #100+: BotKill Started: windows-krb.exe
PRIVMSG #100+: BotKill Started: crscs.exe

![Country wise distribution of IP flow.](image-url)
PRIVMSG #100+: BotKill Started: msdrive32.exe
PRIVMSG #100+: BotKill Started: woot.exe
PRIVMSG #100+: BotKill Started: dn.exe
PRIVMSG #100+: BotKill Started: Zsnkstm.exe

And below shows the network activities performed by one of the bot sample:

Network Activities:
NICK USA|XP|SP2|072498
USER SP2-095 * 0: -3B35342B0F
:..332 USA|XP|SP2|072498 #naga4:|.ddosstop -s|.stop -s|.sftp 2689 123 123 gff6.exe -s|.asc svrsvc_SP2 100 5 9999 1 -b -e -r -s|.asc svrsvc_XXX 100 5 9999 1 -b -e -r -s,.join #sd1 –s
Activity Observed: ICMP scan

Fig. 4 shows the network activities captured in wireshark tool [10] and as shown it is performing random and sequential port scanning with private messages (PRIVMSG).

---

**Table I: Project Summary**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Specs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Host system</td>
<td>Operating System 1</td>
<td>Linux, honeywall Roo 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Host Operating System 2</td>
<td>Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Host Operating System 3</td>
<td>Microsoft XP SP2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Host Operating System 4</td>
<td>Nepenthes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtualization Software</td>
<td>VirtualBox</td>
<td>VirtualBox 3.0.2 for Linux</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td>Gen III</td>
<td>Gen III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honeywall</td>
<td>Roo</td>
<td>Roo 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDS</td>
<td>Snort</td>
<td>Snort 2.8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPS</td>
<td>Snort_inline</td>
<td>Snort_inline 2.8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Capture Tool</td>
<td>Sebek</td>
<td>Sebek 3.2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have proposed a Distributed Honeynet Architecture which is having capability of dynamically reconfigurable in terms of IP, OS and services and completely automated including analysis of Botnet communications. We believe our solutions, if widely deployed, could significantly ease the sharing of collected data. We are having large amount of malicious PCAP data which is further useful for research perspective and can serve as a excellent environment for development of an automated IDS signatures. Our solution is completely automated but lack of automated correlation of attacker source IP address to Sebek Keystrokes remains a major problem [18], [19]. Our database schema is presently only for centralized botnets; no support for P2P botnets and encrypted botnets. We plan to add some basic support for these kinds of botnets also.
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